How to install and use the Convertible Push-Through Bar

Your new Balanced Body Cadillac/Trapeze Table or Reformer Tower Combination is equipped with a Convertible Push-Through Bar system. The Convertible Push-Through Bar gives you the ability to change the bar to either a three-sided or four-sided bar.

BACKGROUND

Joe Pilates created both the three-sided and four-sided Push-Through Bar. His teacher/trainers developed preferences for one or the other. Carola Trier, Eve Gentry and Ron Fletcher popularized the three-sided Push-Through Bar, whereas Romana Kryzanowska uses the four-sided bar. For many years Balanced Body has produced versions of both Push-Through Bars. We now have developed a Convertible Push-Through Bar system, allowing you to use either type of bar.

FUNCTION AND USE

After assembly of your equipment, configure the Push-Through Bar with one top spring. Be sure that the spring is attached to an eyehook on the frame end top cross tube, NOT on the vertical poles. Set up the Push-Through Bar so that it hangs over the mat on the inside of the frame.

Control warning! Always control the Push-Through Bar securely through any movement, especially when the Push-Through Bar has springs attached to it. If the bar is released while under spring tension, it will move forcefully in the direction of the spring connection point. Always be aware of the full arc area of the bar and keep that area clear of both the instructor and the client's body.

THREE-SIDED PUSH-THROUGH BAR CONFIGURATION

Sitting on the mat, carefully push the bar down and through the frame. You will notice that as you push the bar through the vertical plane of the frame, control of the bar shifts from a compression control challenge (resistance) to an extension control challenge (assistance or traction).

In the three-sided configuration, this control move changes from a resistance challenge to a stretch. Note the earlier control warning. The Push-Through Bar may also be used with this configuration for lat pull downs and Teaser series.

FOUR-SIDED PUSH-THROUGH BAR CONFIGURATION

The quick release connector pins should be on the outside of the frame. Depress the button and pull the pins slightly outward and insert the Convertible Push-Through Bar connector rod between them.

Insert the connector pins back in place, capturing the connector rod securely. You now have created a four-sided Push-Through Bar. The Push-Through Bar may also be used with this configuration for lat pull downs and Teaser series.

Sitting on the mat, carefully push the bar down and through the frame. You will notice that as you push the bar through the vertical plane of the frame, control of the bar continues to be a compression control challenge (resistance). You will find that there is a slight increase in resistance as the spring bends around the connector bar. Note the earlier control warning.

Tips for using the Push-Through Bar when the bottom springs are in use for exercises such as Tower, Reverse Tower, and Teaser

» To insure clearance over the user's head, use the middle or top pivot holes to attach the Push-Through Bar to the frame.
» Attach the Safety Strap by looping the strap around the top end tube and through the sewn end loop. Never attach the Safety Strap to any eyehook on the frame.
» Adjust the Safety Strap around the Push-Through Bar so that the bar stops in the 4 o'clock position. It works well to attach the Safety Strap before springs are attached to the Push-Through Bar.
» Note the earlier control warning.